
AskCody® provides indoor navigation solutions for large build-
ings and campuses, resource booking as well as visitor man-
agement solutions that create a unique setting, offering the 
best possible user experience in a flexible and dynamic indoor 
environment.

We bring order to wayfinding, resource booking and visitor man-
agement complexities. We optionally enable necessary function-
ality and information when demanded or are able to filter this out 
when not.

We're a total supplier of digital wayshowing and information so-
lutions and through close cooperation with the signage indus-
try, IT Integrators and AV-companies we're focusing on creating 
digital wayfinding and information solutions that supplement 
existing static signage and wayfinding principles.

We're a Danish company with more than 20 years of practical and 
theoretical experience in solving the challenges related to way-
finding at hospitals, educational institutions, public buildings, and 
other large campuses. 

Our goal is to create a great visitor and wayfinding experience as 
well as enhancing company resource utilization. We provide the 
individual user with a comfortable and trustworthy solution when 
navigating an unfamiliar environment, allowing the user to feel 
confident on their way to their destination, whether it is by using 
the smartphone based AskCody WayFinder or by our range of dy-
namic signage solutions.

We make room scheduling and utilization effective and efficient, 
and make it easy to refocus front desk resources, improve meeting 
room efficiency and visitor management.

Where's that room again?
Welcome to AskCody®

Where’s my meeting?  Who are coming today? 
Who are they visiting?  Which meeting are they 

attending? Which visitors  are currently
 in the building? Which meeting

 room is available?

It's all about offering the right information at the right time and place. It's about  
making it easy and intuitive to find your way, by using value adding technology that 
blends seamlessly with existing wayshowing artefacts and principles. It’s about using 
smart solutions to improve visitor, staff and tenant satisfaction, as well as enhancing pro-
ductivity and reducing company costs.
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